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For almost 80% of people that travel by air, the destination
was not fixed before they decided to go at all. The explosion
in travel and other providers, combined with customers
demanding ever more personalized and increasingly unique
experiences is driving pricing and revenue management to
evolve from inventory-focused to contextual selling through
the Internet of Everything (IoE), especially search, trip and
experience reviews, social media, interest groups,
communities, and connectivity everywhere. Now airlines
want to become influencers, too, and they can sell many
relevant things. Airlines are seeing that being a traveler’s
digital assistant starts on the ground but must evolve and
find its place inside the cabin in-flight and do more. And
continue onwards. The journey to airline next-gen retailing
and merchandising.
The weather forecast says rain at destination. The AI platform is automatically
sending instructions to the system that manages inflight service item inventory to add
umbrellas to load onboard. The platform knows how many it can sell, and to who
onboard. The flight attendants get alerts through their tablet App based on sensors
that measure which passengers are restless or dehydrated and recommends what
they want so they can prepare and bring it. And once we start using on-the-ground
data about customers with what happens onboard, a true frictionless experience can
continue inflight to deliver and sell more experiences related to the purpose of each
person’s trip. These are the airlines and their journeys. They are doing it.

“Cabins are the future lab”
TAP Air Portugal uses sensors to give insights into seat use, when and how
often the seatbelts are fastened, how the tray table is used, and how often
the seat is inclined. Why? To fold this data into an AI strategy to what and
when to sell relevant personalized services.
Transavia is creatively using analytics and machine learning to help determine
in which context a passenger would pay more for a particular services
(weekend, day, day or nighttime, length of flight).
AirFrance is using their AI platform “SkyBreathe” to reduce emissions, by
tapping into their aircrafts’ black boxes and over 100,000 other data points to
streamline operations.

The digital cabin that some airlines are looking at are connecting a series of little next-gen black
boxes to WAIC – Wireless Avionics Intra-Communications. This connectivity platform can also host
self-sufficient sensors and transmit data over short distances through Li-Fi. Your seat or IFE breaks
down? The F/A receives an alert, will come see you, and you instantly receive a credit or voucher on
your PED in-flight. This platform that can host all sorts of other Apps will collectively drive a better
and tailored customer experience while making customers purchase things they want. App-2-App
(A2A) interfaces, new customer experiences. All through ML and Ai.
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“Air transport is not the core product, but onboard is
during the flight, and it has to connect to the purpose
and experiences related to the overall trip – so it has to
be designed more around each person”

Digital Cabin
“…At least 20,000 aircraft
will be fully connected by
2025”
-- Capgemini

“Data-driven ancillaries
could add USD 7.00 on
average from each
passenger”
--McKinsey & Co.

Virgin Atlantic Airways, Air New Zealand, Japan Airlines,
Norwegian, Qantas and Eva Airways are visionary
pioneers whose data-driven product and retailing strategy
will improve customer experience and help achieve
commercial goals. Delta, American, and United Airlines
are operational excellence specialists, like Alaska Airlines
and Southwest Airlines. Further, and through
collaboration with Airbus, Boeing and joint ventures
between engineering and electronics firms like Lufthansa
Technik, LG, and Panasonic, the IoE and AI will be a
powerful combination for airlines that want to unlock the
commercial value of digital cabins.

McKinsey Global Institute has found that those companies that use insights,
create, and deliver data-driven products are 23 times more likely to get new
customers, 6 times more likely to retain existing customers, and 19 times
more likely to be profitable.

And airlines are moving to define their role and scope in retailing as part of their commercial
strategy, although the applications of AI today are spread out between customer services,
operations, inflight, but not digital retailing excellence, yet.
But especially since COVID-19, the adoption to move to contactless and self-service technologies is
much faster. And it is not becoming personal, because we can blend in technology and physical
contact when we need to see somebody, e.g. in the cabin, lounge, airport, or hotel. We can make
contact with people more relevant and instantly gratifying because all the information and context
is there. We know what customers are looking at, purchasing, and what they do next.
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So what this requires, is control and unification of the data with the digital experience.
This digital experience can only be controlled if the airline has a 360-degree view of the
customer and their activities, including all reservations. What this means is that airlines
need to drive more and more engagement directly to their App, even more so than their
website. Because everyday’ s journey and experiences are facilitated through the App, not
the website, nor through distribution channels or NDC. Ultimately, the airline IS the
distribution platform, and intermediaries can be customers of most products, not
suppliers.
Imagine if your airline has all your booked trips, excursions, dinner,
spa, taxi or uber rides, fishing trips, cooking classes, ALL in one place.
It would make it cohesive, seamless, and extremely convenient for
airline customers, whether they travel by air or not. That’s CX. This
SuperApp idea is not that far away. AirAsia is venturing out.
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The quadrant shown is a summary and simplified MAI analysis of AI
strategy projects with airlines. It demonstrates the focus area and AI
evolution curve of select carriers as they move from the integration of AI
tools in operations management, customer services, to inflight and finally
the integration of digital cabins in an omni-presence in a customer’s life. It
is meant here to also demonstrate that each airline has their use case
priority list and for each specific machine learning or deep learning models
are required.
One way of looking at AI is that it is a natural continuation and evolution
from business intelligence (BI), and more specifically, from descriptive
analytics to predictive and then prescriptive analytics. Why this is relevant
to mention, is that two-thirds of companies I worked with show that there
is little interaction with the available data and that users do not engage
fully with the data because it is outside their daily workflows.
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ML and AI bring the automation of insight infusion
and it may accelerate adoption of new workflows
powered by smart machines. But that, too, brings
their own programing and training requirements
and involves many different techniques to solve
distinct types of problems.
So commercial strategy, data strategy, and AI
applications all need to be aligned and prioritized.
This is easier said then done. And the AI maturity
model of digital cabins is in its infancy. Ironically, ML
& AI can bring about the much-needed alignment
between the airline commercial departments. For
instance, what you present for sale to a member in
your loyalty program will be very different
depending on whether that person travels alone, or
with family. Or compared to a relatively unknown
customer. But AI can help you create the links to
make personal offers relevant in each context.

On BI
Adoption
“…there is little interaction
with the available data and
[…] users do not engage fully
with the data because it is
outside their daily
workflows”

It can also automate smart processes to ensure consistency, relevance, and ROI and will
facilitate the design of learning organizations that adapt well thanks to them embracing
technology. But before all the bells and whistles, why and where do the airlines start,
and what does it mean for revenue management?

Where is the Data and AI Focus?
This is where the industry is already spending on artificial intelligence:
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In the next 4 yours, the number of specific applications of AI are expected to
grow up to 50% year-over-year. The quality of machine learning outputs and
benefits will grow with Compounded Annual Growth Rates that are too high to
estimate. With this acceleration, it is not inconceivable to deliver what is being
discussed here.

For those intimately involved in data science, we know it is clear that getting onboard with ML and
AI is necessary for commercial survival. The customers demand ever more content, mobility,
relevance, and control. And from an experience standpoint, they demand speed, real time,
convenience, and simplicity. This poses challenges for many airline departments on how to digitize
and align their offerings so they can converge on a single platform.
Being best in something customers value can help derive premiums and profitable growth. More
practically speaking, the evolving needs of customers can only be satisfied and delivered through
ML and AI once you look at it holistically. And you will realize there is no way that inputs/outputs
from all the business systems used in a commercial airline can be manipulated manually to make
bundled, personalized offers. Let alone in a cabin flying at 36,000 feet. So it is important to
determine what your goal is. This will tell you what your problem space is. And which data you will
need. Then ML/AI techniques will unlock the potential to deliver it.
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The ongoing battle of the airline networks for density, frequency and market share will always
erode base product margins, but “economies of product stickiness” can be created through
differentiation and by locking people in voluntarily by being the life-style and experience
marketplace, like Spotify is for music, or Netflix for edutainment. And if you cannot offer nor
deliver it in-house, you digitally source it in and make it seamless. Like Amazon. But the extent to
which airlines want to go there and differentiate depends on the role they see, their identity, and
their competitive position in the space they compete in. But like charter airlines before, there is a
risk for full-service airlines to see their business model be sandwiched [stuck between excellence
and ultra low cost] if they do not develop data-driven products that enhance convenience and
experience.

Next-Generation Revenue Management –
an AI-driven Sales Platform
The goal of differentiation itself is to drive profitable growth through selling more, increasing the
share of wallet, increasing willingness to pay for new products, boost customer retention and
create economies of market dominance for long-lasting competitiveness. With airline retailing and
its possibilities, revenue management and pricing also needs help, or at least be elevated into a
new scope and adopt a hybrid approach. The traditional approach based on inventory controls and
differential pricing based on flexibility, urgency and willingness to pay may apply to a finite
number of seats but is only in part the revenue that can be generated from a customer using an
almost infinite number of products and services. So, who will make the ultimate calculation of
what to offer to whom to get the most out of the seat and the likely revenue from all other
services, using insights of what people will do to generate revenue onboard and beyond as well?
This is a complexity level of Deep Learning, with many layers of ML models. This is referred to as
Composite AI and very few companies could even attempt to go there now. And it requires a
complete overhaul of data strategy and AI strategy at enterprise level. It would be easier to start
an airline from scratch.
So, to show a simplified picture of what our ultimate goal should be, is to drive an engagement so
that the total spend of even customers would who got a great deal for the seat approximates the
expenditure of those that spend for the seat. This is possible because deep-segmented passengers
are each very different. Often, those that spend the least on a seat spend the most at an airport,
e.g., because they are in a vacation mood. Their mood is also driving them to shop for cool things
and experiences. Frequent fliers spend more on gadgets. But capturing this behavior will perfect
the recommender systems. Also, many customers purchase items they simply cannot get from the
airline. But the discretionary money is there. And that is the future role of customer-centric
revenue managed sales, or CCRMS.
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For years we have been talking about how marketing, sales, loyalty, pricing and revenue
management need to get closer and better aligned. Now we have the technology to do so. We first
digitized processes and automated smart processes with MarTech and SalesTech, and within each,
including loyalty, pin-pointed applications of AI now exist. The next step is to bring these functions
onto an enterprise AI platform that allows all data to be shared and used. This will help in building
tailored ML models that solve complex customer value and value-based selling in a coherent way.
Unifying the data is the necessary prerequisite to build an overall workflow that is consistent, from
a customer purchasing and experience perspective. It will also allow pricing and RM to dynamically
price based on more dimensions, to avoid overlaps and insults. And it could work in reverse,
where customers search for experiences first, before ending up knowing where their destinations
may be and how to get there.

Micro Segmentation, Value-Drivers, Willingness to Pay –
For Deep Learning to Figure Out
Contextual selling and personalized offering dictates value-based pricing and pricing solutions exist
that use rule-based systems to carve out segments. Many studies in this field show that a 1%
increase in price can lead to a 10-12% increase in profit, but you still need to convert the potential
customer to purchase. So whether it is through a website, airline App and in-flight, context is ever
more important. The deep learning techniques can, for example, help decipher important aspects
such as:
•

Micro segments of the customer, based on purpose of trip
(alone, family, luggage, other products bought or looked at?

•

What the awareness set is: what does customer compare your prices product to
(search, substitutes, history, reviews)?

•

Determine value drivers, which are different per segment
(and different for the same customer in a different context, trip type, season, day/night flight)

•

Establish which features are value adding, or value distracting
(based on what people purchase or use onboard, such as IFE, shopping, seat functions, loyalty points)

•

Calculate the $ value of each single driver that is relevant to the customer

•

Determine the real-time actual premium to add based on observed demand/supply.

The above is an illustration of using supervised learning in machine learning, possibly with
forward-feed learning depending on the data set.

Clearly the arrival of ML/AI is leading to a new organization, and the P&RM organization
are likely going to change. The new scope, the context, the integration of intelligence with
ML on AI platforms leads to a new function. I call this Customer-Centric Revenue Managed
Sales, the future of RM.
The Customer Centric Revenue Managed Sales approach and function uses AI to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Micro-segment market demand
Determine value drivers and calculates monetary values
Apply value-based pricing dynamically and in context
Recommend destinations based on observed interest and likely related spend
Predict spend on ancillary, onboard retailing, and onwards retailing and subscriptions
Increase share of wallet using loyalty and dynamic offer bundles
Apply a hybrid approach to optimizing finite inventory with almost infinite number of
services to sell
Drive retail bundles and dynamically reprice them as items are added
Supports mobile payment
Uses micropayments to lower transaction barriers and for unbundled promo
features/services
Pushes out offers and in-App transactions and even within WhatsApp and other chat apps
Drive prescriptive network planning with multi-dimensional AI built demand forecasts.
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Prior to solving the pricing and revenue
management problem, we are likely
using trial-and-error approaches like we
have seen with seat selection fees. This
creates a data set for ML to start testing
hypotheses of willingness to pay.
And before we can actively revenue
manage new data-driven products and
do retailing and dynamic offering in realtime, we are using a basic business rules,
while we create the workflow of
integrated analytics so that we build
experience.

This experience can then be used to train the neural network in ML models and allow AI to
automate the process in the future. To achieve this involves embedding visualizations of data
directly into applications thereby infusing actionable intelligence at the right place, at the right
time. But with so many dimensions to look at simultaneously, we may need to automate quicker
before losing out on the retailing opportunity to others like Amazon, Google.

“Nothing stops Amazon or Google from launching a virtual
airline and be a flying retailer using somebody else’s aircraft
with digital cabins”
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What Can AI Bring Onboard for In-Flight Experience and
New Sales through Data-Driven Products?

On a basic level, AI can help automate tasks and connect applications and systems such as
ordering food and drinks through an in-seat IFE system, while dynamically keeping stock of
inventory in the galley. The machine learning component can also create promos for perishables
that must go. The IFE system itself can recommend movies in categories based on observed
behaviors for each flight sector, while personalizing it further if the customer is known. The seat
may even recognize the passenger through smart facial recognition and preload the person’s
profile with preferred seat configuration and playlists. This is already possible, and these could
be differentiating customer experience aspects.
On a more advanced level, travelers can make in-flight purchases, by shopping online (e.g.
Amazon on Delta) or book excursions, or personal pick-ups. Alternatively, digital billboards can
deliver call-to-action ads and promote tours, thrills, or duty-free that the traveler can add to
their IFE shopping basket, while choosing a delivery location for the duty-free items. Another
example is that by telling the chatbot in what mood you are, AI can help you find the right
restaurant and setting or suggest other suitable activities right from your airplane seat. These
are essentially more ancillary products onboard.
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On the third and most advanced level, airlines will leverage the combination of data from
various sources on the ground and infuse it into the onboard experience by connecting systems
and creating an inter-operable and smart platform that continues the digital engagement and
selling process in a frictionless way. It basically means, that whether you are planning your trip,
or you are at the airport, in the lounge or onboard, there is a constant life-style related and
active engagement between the airline and the customer. The airline is constantly coming up
with relevant products and services you may want to purchase, for you. The airline is sourcing
content from merchandising partners in real time, and dynamically changing the offers as you
add items to the basket, potentially using loyalty as another incentive. Overall, the customer
keeps getting better value, by spending more.
And most likely, you will use your PED and connect to your in-seat screen through Bluetooth to
control your personal content. Everything you do, look at, purchase, feeds back into the
reinforcement models of ML to perfect future value propositions, including how to price it
better.
Speaking of PED, through augmented AI, you may be able to shop for cloths and see what they
look like on you, if you have a picture of yourself or simply take one. Airlines can become this
kind of retailer. Even before airports do, but it is better yet if airlines and airports collaborate by
combining App functionality.
In order to deliver on the promises of using data to design and offer new products and services
travelers want, and to determine how and when to present them, a huge amount of ‘not-sosexy-work’ has to happen.

The airline retailing marketplace could be the “uberization of air travel and
experiences”. It is not only opportunity for some, but things are also clearly headed
that way with Apps like “App Annie”, which wants to be the App of all Apps. Hiking,
special interests, hobbies, even medical appointments. Customer reviews, social
media, bookable promotions. Why not have control of all your appointments in your
hands, using one interface?
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Use Cases and AI Maturity Model
For each use case, the customer is at the heart of it. And looking at the entire customer journey
and beyond is a value chain that needs to be broken down into manageable pieces. And key is to
capture existing knowledge and hunches that people have and infusing it in automated AIdriven processes using ML. This can be done by training data.
Lufthansa does this by looking at which part of the customer journey is affected by change,
either in terms of trends or technological advances. British Airways looks at the inspiration part
of which experiences drive destination choice, as do Ryanair, easyJet and KLM, who also uses
social media heavily to drive customer service initiatives, destination marketing, and ancillaries.
The next step is to choose one or more specific customer segments and identify a specific goal
you want to achieve. Analytics can help you correlate dimensions and attributes that matter.
But for ML, this would become the problem space to solve for recommender systems or for
natural language programing. The objective is to enhance customer experience in terms of
efficiency or ease-of-use, or commercial related to facilitating the conversion to a sale from a
recommended relevant service.
If you know your goal, you can collect, cleanse and work with data on a data management
platform. If you do not know yet what opportunities you may have to create new revenuegenerating services, you need to develop a data strategy, prepare to work with unstructured
data and let ML and DL generate insights for you. Only afterwards can you trial-and-error end
models.

“What matters is not only the right sources, but moreover
the right amount of data”
Automating decision-making in AI is not just about data. There are many aspects leadership
need to consider:
•

Infusing unstructured knowledge into a digital process (knowledge)

•

Economics of AI (costs, ROI, capital allocation, cost model of AI platform)

•

Data, data sources, and data quality (internal, external, transactional or sentiment)

•

Techniques and methods to use for which problem space (language, type, layered, training
methods)

•

Governance (CX, cyber security, privacy, permissions, regulations across boarders)

•

Organization – How data-driven commercialization can drive data-driven organization design

•

Delivery method (DevOps, market adoption, fall-back contingencies

•

Revenue model and failure recovery model.

“Understanding your customer and business goals
first, then using AI to achieve them is the best way to
think about applying AI in commercial aviation”
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With regard to the AI maturity model or steps for onboard/inflight, it typically follows the data maturity
model and prioritizes which processes can be improved and automated. Below are several typical steps
that airline are taking to determine AI strategies:
1.

Digitize intelligence-gathering and transactional workflows (ground/air)

2.

Connect data from all commercial departments, secure data, deploy data in enterprise DWH

3.

Reduce information and skillset gaps in the workflow by capturing what machines do not know yet

4.

Assess AI platforms for potential fit; infuse current BI team

5.

Combine MarTech, SalesTech, RES, loyalty and DWH and create data lakes

6.

Define problem spaces where layered analytics are required

7.

Organize data-science/commercial taskforce

8.

Design, train, and deploy ML models

9.

Drive new merchandising partnerships with ML

10.

Launch digital cabin, including (alternative) payment gateway

11.

Bring data-driven insights onboard

12.

Use Deep Learning to keep perfecting recommender system

13.

Extend to/between airline alliances

14.

Develop roadmap to augmented AI.

In Conclusion
The future is bright for airline retailing and doing so onboard aircraft in-flight. The technology is
available and will enable airlines to innovate and execute deeper and more sophisticated
differentiation in their services.
Ultimately, strategy is about capital allocation, so airline boards and executives have to decide
whether the investments and approach are in line with business strategy around target markets,
which will shape the data model and in turn the AI model to follow.
Today, airline retailing is at its infancy, but market and consumer trends indicate that
differentiation will be through airline App or Super Apps, requiring inter-operable applications
and systems that, by default, necessitate embedding machine learning (ML) in digital processes
that will be automated through artificial intelligence (AI).
This will lead to new business models, new types of micro revenue models, and must be
supported by mobile and alternative payment technology.
For those airlines that operate in multiple customer group segments, AI will be essential to
become more data-driven, drive better propositions and outpace the competition in executing
the customer value propositions through personal electronic devices. This will help growth the
customer base, retain existing customers, and solidify compounded profitable growth.
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